Hy-Weigh™ is a portable Container weighing system, designed
to weigh Containers at the point of packing in your facility.

DO YOU NEED TO WEIGH CONTAINERS TO COMPLY WITH SOLAS?
Hy-Weigh™ makes weighing Containers a simple and easy task.
Using four, corner hydraulic elevation jacks, Hy-Weigh™ simply elevates
the Container to allow a simple weighing process to take place.
Hy-Weigh™ has the capability to weigh a loaded container before
transportation and displays the weight as a digital read-out for recording of
verified gross mass on your shipping documentation.
Hy-Weigh™ removes the need for dedicated Container craneage and is
easily deployed and moved within your facility, as all of the equipment is
self-contained on its own specially designed pallet.
Hy-Weigh™ utilises simple colour coding systems to identify the corners of
the Container and the control panel allows for individual corner raising and
lowering. The process takes approximately 10 minutes to deploy the system
and move a Container.
The product is manufactured in the United Kingdom to rigorous quality standards (ISO 9001) and has been CE Marked and
product tested by TUV. The key principle in the design of Hy-Weigh™ is simplicity. We have designed a product with the
following benefits:-· simple and easy to use, intuitive controls, robust construction, high reliability, no complex software or
electronics.

Capacity up to 40 /32 tonnes - TÜV/CE marked - Simple 2 man operaon - Colour coded hoses - Easy storage
& handling - Patent Pending - Container weighing - Removes need for craneage
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Hy-Dynamix™ is the excing new company focused on
developing Container Logiscs Technology and part of the
Dyer Engineering Global Group that has been operang in
the engineering sector since 1977.

